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About This Content

Enjoy a new, amusing gesture you can use when interacting with other players in the game.
Add a new gesture to Monster Hunter: World.
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Title: Monster Hunter: World - Gesture: Cool Dance
Genre: Action
Developer:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Franchise:
Monster Hunter
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460, 3.20GHz or AMD FX™-6300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 or AMD Radeon™ R7 260x (VRAM 2GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound (DirectX® 9.0c)

Additional Notes: 1080p/30fps when graphics settings are set to "Low"

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Polish,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean,Russian
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Great to have if you play Rust. Lets you come up with ideas on base building and gives you an idea for a layout before actually
going into the game and trying there. Nothing like trying to come up with a design and getting killed all the time in the process.
If you play Rust and love Rust, then you need this. Plus if you the server has the Copy Paste plugin, you could possibly build
something here, then place it in the actual game.. Wouldn't suggest this. Just a re-color DLC and it doesn't look better than the
original too.. The game crashes while loading new areas and loading saves. I played for a couple hours, but found that
progressing to the end was impossible for me. Don't buy this game.. [spoilerfree]

What is the game about?:
* a little guy seeking for something
* platform your way to the last level
* strange gravity

Pros:
+ good degree of difficulty
+ the music
+ the level design
+ easy to understand (with an explanation at the beginning)
+ no bugs
+ good for kids
+ steam cards and achievements
+ some extra details

Neutral:
+- the graphic could be a bit better

Cons:
- the time you need to complete the game is a little short

Conclusion:
> A cute little platformer with about 40levels. I can recommend that! ;-). Well, I must say, I am extremely dissapointed with this
one: let me tell you the good things first!

New track textures! Also, very nice scenery, lots to look at! The track has superelevated corners in some places, which is always
a plus! Also, a nice variation of quiet zone, and horn-able crossings! Also included are two new Amtrak coaches, and a variety
of frieght rolling stock. The Dash 8 has what seems to be a new cab!

Now for the bad stuff: try not to fall asleep :)
Reused sounds for the locos (what a surprise)
The P42 is basically a reskinned P32
The wipers on the P42 are right from in-cab, but backwards from outside (really?)
The new Viewliners have NO CAB VIEW!
The route is rather flat
The Level crossings use default signals and sounds
There is only career scenarios (would be nice to have some standard, no pressure scenarios)

I am sorry to say, I cannot recommend this route. It, to me, seems to be cutting quite a few corners, and was a fairly big waste of
money. Unless DTG starts to get their butts in gear, I'm sorry to think that this might be the future of American Routes.

I can only say: don't get this route unless it is on sale :(
. Will someone make a good football game for the pc!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Play it, only when you are isolated, bored and there is not any
other possibility how to spend time plus price is less than 0.49 Eur.. Haha its fun ! :D. This is a short, simple, enjoyable game. It
won't make you think too hard (it's quite easy), but it's a fun, stress-free way to pass a little time (I completed the 40 levels in
15-20 minutes. If you're getting burned out or too stressed from a challenging game and need a break, this may provide the
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needed relief.

Given the short playtime, I can't say I find it worth full-price, but definitely worth a sale price. If there were more levels and\/or
a level editor, I would be more inclined to accept full price.. One of the most engrossing tactical RPGs I've ever played. If you're
a fan of Final Fantasy Tactics, you owe it to yourself to try this game.
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This is a great puzzle game with some really satisfying puzzles. However, I can't reccomend this game because it is not color-
blind friendly. I find that some of the more complex puzzles rely strictly on one's ability to see color, which often means that I
have to just resort to trial and error

A real shame, this game is great :(. Simple but fun modern warfare RTS. Goal is to capture and hold control points.

+ Simple base building
+ Simple resource management
+ Customization options. Lots of different soldiers, vecicles and helicopters available

- Early access so still a little rough around the edges
- Base building\/research is oversimplified
- Occational performance issues
- Unit cap is to low, tiny "army"
- No formations
- No multiplayer

I would like some more complexity overall and a greater selection of buildings and research options. It would also be great if
you could enter the battlefield and take control of one of the units as in "Out of ammo". Multiplayer would be perfect for this
game.. Honestly I am disappointed with all of the music in this pack, and the maps. It does not even feel like the same developer
made it.

You should absolutely look up the songs on YT before you buy. If you like the sound of them, then I suppose it's not bad value
for $20.. This deserves to be a free game. Then its shortcomings would be understandable. And the disclaimer that the game was
made by two people. And the dialogue. And the misspellings.

Outside of all those problems, probably the worst would be how confusing certain parts are. For example, the gunshots from the
farm area and the the following pursuit from zombies; It says "run to the forest!' and never gives an arrow or any navigation aid,
so you're on your own with the game's worthless zombie evasion system and a TON ofzombies from every direction. Not to
mention that every time they want you to read something, you have to press ENTER to dismiss the message from the screen.
Until you do that, you can't move. However; this doesn't mean the game is paused. Nope, zombies keep coming and attacking
you. And if you get attacked by a zombie and become afflicted by a condition you have to press ENTER to dismiss the
notification from that notification still, while the zombie finishes digesting you.

Basically, this game is a real load, and even getting this game on sale it's still not worth any money.
2\/10 would play frustration simulator again.. Doom II was amazing so we eventually got an add on for the game called Master
Levels for Doom II, I first played it a few months ago and I'll admit, I wasn't very impressed, the levels weren't as fun to me and
I think that's my main problem with this add on, everything else in the game is pretty solid but it's the levels that make the
replayability pretty low for me, I'd only reccomend it to the most hardcore Doom fans but if you're a casual gamer and you don't
play it, you're not missing out on much

I'm gonna give Master Levels for Doom II a 6/10. I'm going to give you the best possible review I can so you know if this game
is worth your money or not. The short answer, maybe. The long answer, below. In this review, I wall talk about my opinion, the
pros and cons, and more.

7 Days to die has always been a favorite of mine, mainly for the tower defense feel of the game. I play with friends which amps
up the fun, and makes the game a little easier. Let's go over the aspects of the game together.

GAMEPLAY - 7\/10
In this game, you must loot, hunt, farm, and build to survive. The horde night is a thrill to fight through, and looting is a fun part
too, but I recommend you increase the loot values in settings because the default value is so low that you find wood clubs in gun
crates. Combat feels very unsatisfying. You can shoot at a deer 10 times straight down the sight of a gun and still end up
missing. Zombies can stun you, and beat on you like a punching bag. Zombies are a lot scarier because they play dead before
waking up and attacking you out of nowhere. Buildings are filled with around 10-30 zombies, making looting dangerous if not
prepared. Overall, gameplay if very unique and has it's strengths and weaknesses.
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GRAPHICS - 5\/10
Graphics are much better looking since to Alpha 17 update released. Textures are better than some AAA games like Fallout 4.
Overall, the graphics are a mixed bag and are not ugly, but not pretty.

AUDIO - 8\/10
One of the strong points of this game would have to be the audio. From floors creaking to fat zombies gurgling, this game is
pleasant with headphones.

PERFORMANCE - 6\/10
This game is badly optimized. Even with graphics at lowest settings, I still fall at 15FPS.

DIFFICULTY: HARD
This game does not mess around Even on the easiest modes playing with four people, me and my friends still die constantly. Be
careful when doing anything, even going to get water can be dangerous.

PROS:
- Fun for hours
- The horde made me pee myself
- Nicely crafted open world with secrets around every corner

CONS:
Rarely updated
Clunky combat
Repetitive after awhile
Badly optimized

OVERALL - 7\/10
The rating would be much worse if I was talking about Alpha 15. If you like zombie games, sandbox games, or survival games,
why not try them all in one package?. Completed this game in 1hour 20minutes, and I was pretty much immersed in it. I am not
a fan of platformers but this one is pretty good. I highly recommend this to those who have a few cents to spare during sales so
that you have a short game such as this to entertain you for at least an hour. There is a story, though its simple, which the ending
kind of makes you reflect about life when you are in a relationship. Play it and you will know it.
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